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Functional maps within a single neuron. J Neurophysiol 108: 2343–2351, 2012. First published August 29, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00530.2012.—The presence and plasticity of dendritic ion channels are well established. However, the literature is divided on what specific roles these dendritic ion channels play in neuronal information processing, and there is no consensus on why neuronal dendrites should express diverse ion channels with different expression profiles. In this review, we present a case for viewing dendritic ion channels as facilitators of the two conjoined goals of efficiently encoding incoming local information and maintaining homeostasis through this process. In arriving at this postulate, we relate intraneuronal physiology to the vast literature on sensory maps and argue that such a metaphorical association provides a fresh conceptual framework for analyzing and understanding single-neuron information encoding. We also describe instances where the metaphor presents specific directions for research on intraneuronal maps, derived from analogous pursuits in the sensory map literature. We suggest that this perspective offers a thesis for why neurons should express and alter ion channels in their dendrites and provides a framework under which active dendrites could be related to neural coding, learning theory, and homeostasis.

A QUESTION THAT HAS BEEN CENTRAL to several defining debates in neuroscience is whether neurons and their dendrites are simple integrate-and-fire units or machines capable of complex computational tasks. A few critical instances where this question has been central are the rate vs. temporal coding debate (Branco and Hausser 2011; Shadlen and Newsome 1995, 1998; Softky 1995; Softky and Koch 1993), the debate on whether dendritic nonlinearities play a critical role in neuronal information processing (Chen et al. 2011; Jia et al. 2010; Kitamura and Hausser 2011; Losonczy and Magee 2006; Losonczy et al. 2008; Lovett-Barron et al. 2012) and the origins of extracellular field potentials (Buzsáki et al. 2012). The literature presents a diversity of opinions spanning a large spectrum, including those that present extreme standpoints (see references above) and those that constitute subtle differences in terms of what molecular/cellular processes mediate specific dendritic nonlinearities (Angelo et al. 2007; Hoffman et al. 1997; Magee 1998, 1999; Narayanan and Johnston 2007; Stuart and Sakmann 1994; Stuart and Spruston 1998). Here, we present a case for viewing dendritic information processing through the lens of the sensory map literature and argue for a potential convergence of the literature toward viewing dendrites and their ion channels as facilitators of the two conjoined goals of efficiently encoding incoming local information and maintaining homeostasis through this process.

Functional maps across neurons constitute a common design principle in various regions of the central nervous system. These topographic maps are systematic and continuous spatial representations of information within a brain region, where adjacent neurons represent adjacent points along a parametric space (Luo and Flanagan 2007; Schreiner and Winer 2007). For example, topographic maps of the visual world exist along the primary visual pathway, starting at the retina, through the visual thalamus to the primary visual cortex. Similar somatotopic in primary somatosensory cortex and of tonotopic order in primary auditory cortex extend this topographic order to other sensory modalities (Petersen 2007; Schreiner and Winer 2007). Functional maps of numerous other properties such as direction selectivity, color, or stereo processing, in the visual cortex (DeAngelis and Newsome 1999; White and Fitzpatrick 2007; Xiao et al. 2003) and echo delay and sound source location in bats (Schreiner and Winer 2007) also have been reported. Apart from these, maps of grid cell spacing (Moser et al. 2008) and intrinsic oscillatory frequency (Giocomo et al. 2007) in the entorhinal cortex, maps in the motor cortex (Graziano and Aflalo 2007), and olfactory glomerular maps...
(Luo and Flanagan 2007) have also been reported, establishing the commonality of this design principle across numerous brain regions. In this cross-literature review, we extend this map metaphor to single neurons and submit our argument that several functional parameters that are known to possess orderly gradients within a single neuron can be investigated from the perspective of topographic functional maps. Expanding on this extended metaphor, we present our thesis that explorations into this emerging field on intraneuronal maps are bound to benefit by drawing direct equivalents from the well-developed literature on interneuronal sensory maps. Specifically, we present analogies spanning maps in these two scales in terms of their functions, underlying mechanisms, plasticity, activity dependence, and neuromodulation, apart from comparing their computational, developmental, and genetic facets. In this process, we establish straightforward equivalences across these two scales of maps with respect to the theoretical bases and the experiments that have been performed, and we present directions for future research that emerge as an outcome of this simple allegory.

**Background on Functional Maps Within a Neuron**

What constitutes a functional map? We define a functional map within a neuron as an orderly progression of a functional parameter on a topograph of the neuron. Specifically, a systematic distribution of a physiologically relevant parameter mediated by active mechanisms along a spatial axis within the neuron would constitute a functional map. A striking example of a functional map within a neuron is the recently reported map of resonance frequencies that exists within a single CA1 pyramidal neuron (Narayanan and Johnston 2007). There, it was demonstrated that adjacent compartments along the apical trunk maximally respond to higher frequencies in an orderly progression, forming a topographic map of resonance frequencies within a CA1 pyramidal neuron (Narayanan and Johnston 2007). Such a map, although much smaller in terms of scale, is similar to the tonotopic maps that exist within the auditory system, where adjacent neurons are progressively tuned to higher frequencies of audible tones (Graziano and Aflalo 2007; Schreiner and Winer 2007).

A growing body of experimental evidence has revealed the existence of numerous functional maps within a neuron, with respect to local (Fig. 1B) as well as propagating properties (Fig. 1C). Prominent examples of these include those of the amplitude of backpropagating action potentials (bAPs) (Hoffman et al. 1997; Spruston et al. 1995), excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitude (Magee and Cook 2000), input resistance (Magee 1998; Narayanan and Johnston 2007), resonance frequency (Hu et al. 2009; Narayanan and Johnston 2007), and intrinsic phase response (Narayanan and Johnston 2008). It should be noted that different neurons exhibit different map structures for the same parameters, and the set of maps that exist within a neuron also depends on the neuronal subtypes. Numerous recent reviews provide excellent overviews of these functional maps from multiple perspectives (Lai and Jan 2006; Migliore and Shepherd 2002, 2005; Nusser 2011; Sjostrom and Hausser 2006; Spruston 2008).

What mediates these maps? By our definition (above) of functional maps, we suggest that these maps are maintained by active mechanisms; passive attenuation of voltage signals as a function of distance (Rall 1977) would thus not be called a map. These functional maps are largely maintained by gradients in densities of one or various ion channels within the topology of the neuron. Whereas gradients in K⁺ channels contribute to a map of bAP amplitude (Hoffman et al. 1997; Spruston 2008), gradient in the h channel contributes to the maps of resonance frequency (Narayanan and Johnston 2007) and phase response (Narayanan and Johnston 2008). However, it should be noted that passive properties and morphology of the neuron could play a significant role in the existence of such maps (Narayanan and Johnston 2007, 2008; Vetter et al. 2001; Williams and Stuart 2003).

**Physiological Roles of the Intraneuronal Functional Maps**

Why should these physiological measurements be organized systematically within a single neuron? What roles do these maps play? In general, different maps are known to play different functions. The map of increasing local EPSP amplitudes in CA1 pyramidal cells, for instance, appears to reflect and compensate for the passive filtering properties of the dendritic cable. Specifically, the density of AMPA receptors as a function of distance from soma seems to be organized such that the somatic EPSP amplitude remains relatively independent of the dendritic location of individual synapses (Magee and Cook 2000). The gradient in A-type K⁺ channel and the consequent bAP map play distinct roles in modulating synaptic plasticity (Chen et al. 2006; Sjostrom et al. 2008). The functional gradient in h channels (Magee 1998), while contributing to the map in resonance frequency (Narayanan and Johnston 2007) and the phase-response map (Narayanan and Johnston 2008), also contributes to a distance-independent normalization of temporal integration in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Magee 1999). Furthermore, morphologically induced impedance gradients coupled with the expression of NMDA receptors, a major active component in dendritic physiology (Larkum et al. 2009; Schiller and Schiller 2001), have been demonstrated to enable neurons to respond specifically to certain spatiotemporal patterns of dendritic activation (Branco et al. 2010; Branco

---

**Fig. 1.** Pyramidal neurons express numerous functional maps along the soma-apical trunk. A: typical CA1 pyramidal neuronal morphology (http://www.neuromorpho.org) (Ascoli et al. 2007), depicting the somato apical trunk. Various physiologically relevant measurements vary along the trunk, forming functional maps on local (B) as well as propagating (C) measurements, bAPs, backpropagating action potential; EPSP, excitatory postsynaptic potential.
and Hausser 2011). Thus, in general, various functional maps within a neuron are critically reflective of various aspects of intraneuronal filtering and/or activity patterns of the network.

**Plasticity of Intraneuronal Functional Maps**

The intraneuronal functional maps are not static entities; they are highly dynamic and can undergo either local or global plasticity. All the major well-characterized map systems mentioned above have been demonstrated to undergo either local or global modulations, depending on the kind of activity patterns. The oldest and most well-established system of plasticity is that associated with EPSP amplitude. Bidirectional regulation of EPSP amplitude has traveled a long distance since the initial demonstration of long-term potentiation (LTP) by Bliss and Lomo (1973). The biochemical signaling mechanisms involved (Lisman et al. 2002; Thomas and Huganir 2004), the bidirectional trafficking and phosphorylation of AMPA receptor (Shepherd and Huganir 2007), the relevance of synaptic plasticity to various learning tasks (Martin et al. 2000; Neves et al. 2008), and several theoretical aspects of synaptic plasticity (Haykin 1998; Kotalski and Blackwell 2010) have been thoroughly studied. Although homosynaptic LTP and long-term depression are pathway specific, rendering the plasticity in the EPSP amplitude map to be local, various mechanisms have been reported where plasticity in this map could be global. Prominent among these is what has been called synaptic scaling (Turrigiano 2011), where excitatory synapses in a neuron are globally up or downregulated. Synaptic scaling has been demonstrated under both physiological and pathological conditions (Chang et al. 2006; Turrigiano 2011), thus suggesting that the EPSP amplitude map can undergo both local and global plasticity.

The map of bAPs has been shown to undergo both local (Frick et al. 2004; Losonczy et al. 2008) and global plasticity (Bernard et al. 2004; Shah et al. 2010). The map of bAP amplitude has been demonstrated to undergo localized plasticity around the synapses that are subjected to LTP, where the amplitude of the bAP changes only around a region of these potentiated synapses and remains unchanged at other places (Frick et al. 2004). Furthermore, under a pathological condition, the bAP map has been demonstrated to undergo spatially widespread changes, with widespread channelopathy reported as the underlying mechanism (Bernard et al. 2004). The h channels, which mediate the resonance frequency map, have also been demonstrated to undergo either local (Campanac et al. 2008; Narayanan et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2003) or spatially widespread plasticity (Brager and Johnston 2007; Chen et al. 2002; Kole et al. 2007; Narayanan and Johnston 2007; Shah et al. 2004). Whereas some of these reported studies have shown changes in h channels to accompany synaptic plasticity, others correspond to a pathological downregulation of the h channels (Shah et al. 2010). Thus the well-characterized maps within a hippocampal neuron can undergo either local or spatially widespread plasticity under physiological or pathological conditions.

Plasticity in these maps not only alter the way the neuron would process information but also change the way the neuron encodes future information and the way these maps themselves would be plastic in future. This is because the ion channels that mediate these maps have been shown to affect the rules of synaptic plasticity; in other words, they mediate metaplasticity (Chen et al. 2006; Frick and Johnston 2005; Sjostrom et al. 2008). Furthermore, because synaptic and intrinsic plasticity mechanisms can be induced by similar plasticity induction protocols (Lujan et al. 2009; Shah et al. 2010; Sjostrom et al. 2008), such metaplasticity would affect intrinsic plasticity mechanisms as well, thus altering various intraneuronal maps, either locally or globally, in an intricately coupled manner.

Several common themes emerge by comparing plasticity in these intraneuronal maps to plasticity in sensory maps. For instance, studies involving the effects of dark rearing on various visual maps could be metaphorically related to the studies involving activity blockade to a neuronal map. In both cases, the maps respond to changes in the environment by changing their own characteristics. Similar to the case where multiple maps in the visual system respond differently to the same environmental deprivation (Chalupa and Rhoades 1978; Fregnac and Imbert 1978; Wiesel and Hubel 1963), different maps within the neuron could be responding differently to the same environmental deprivation. It would certainly be of interest to catalog the effect of inactivity on all maps that exist within a single neuron and also to study the responses of these maps with respect to specific changes in that environment. In this context, selective alteration to the environment (rather than complete inactivity/deprivation), a standard set of techniques in sensory map physiology (Chalupa and Rhoades 1978; de Villers-Sidani et al. 2007; Hirsch and Spinelli 1970; Wiesel and Hubel 1963), could be employed in understanding the interactions between these maps and the environment (the network) they reside in. Studies involving blockade of activity along one pathway (Shin and Chetkovich 2007), studies involving locally increasing or decreasing activity to one set of synapses (all LTP and LTD experiments could be considered to belong to this category), studies of the response of these maps to various activity patterns, or possible studies involving an artificial increase of specific inputs frequencies fed to a neuron would all belong to this broad category of selective alteration to the environment. Similar to the sensory maps, it is known that some of such microenvironmental alterations do change the structure of intraneuronal maps (Frick and Johnston 2005; Shah et al. 2010; Shin and Chetkovich 2007; Turrigiano 2011), but a more systematic approach involving each of these maps, with various alterations to the environment, with the alterations guided by the functions of the various maps, would provide novel insights into single-neuron function and memory encoding.

**Neuromodulators and Intraneuronal Functional Maps**

An aspect of neuronal map representations that is closely related to plasticity is their modulation through neuromodulators. Neuromodulation has been demonstrated to play a crucial role in remodeling cortical maps of sensory information, with reference to the behavioral significance of stimuli (Bao et al. 2001; Bear and Singer 1986; Froemke et al. 2007; Kilgard and Merzenich 1998). The basis for functional maps within single neurons are ion channel gradients, and the modulation of ion channel properties by neuromodulators is well established (Marder and Thirumalai 2002). Thus neuromodulation should be expected to alter or remodel functional maps within single neurons. The modulation of intracellular maps through neuro-
modulators would be dependent on various parameters that include intraneuronal gradients in receptor subtypes for specific neuromodulators, the properties of channel subtypes, and the associated signaling mechanism present across various compartments along the neuron, the volume of neuromodulatory projections onto various subregions of the neuron, and the state of the neuron during the arrival of neuromodulatory inputs. For instance, different neuromodulatory substances have been demonstrated to modulate dendritic action potentials along different directions through various pathways (Hoffman and Johnston 1999; Sjostrom et al. 2008), and the effect of dopamine on h channels in entorhinal cortical pyramidal neurons is dependent on the state of the neuron and dopamine receptor subtype (Rosenkranz and Johnston 2007). Systematic analyses of the impact of different neuromodulators on maps that span the same neuronal topograph could provide insights into the state-dependent processing machinery that is dependent on these maps and their interactions.

Coexistence of and Interaction Among Intraneuronal Functional Maps

Although individual maps seem to reflect different aspects of neuronal information processing and perform distinct functions, they are colocalized in the same neuron and process information as a cohesive unit. Furthermore, the different maps within a single neuron interact with each other functionally and in terms of the signaling mechanisms underlying them. Functionally, the map of bAPs is known to interact with the map of EPSPs in multiple ways in terms of accompanying and regulating synaptic plasticity (Chen et al. 2006; Frick et al. 2004; Sjostrom et al. 2008). Similarly, the interactions between and across-regulations of A-type K⁺ current and the h current, which are known to regulate the bAP and the resonance frequency maps, respectively, have also been established both experimentally (MacLean et al. 2003) and theoretically (Burdakov 2005). Furthermore, the h channel has also been shown to modulate bAP amplitude by altering somatodendritic coupling (Kole et al. 2007). Finally, the h channel contributes to EPSP amplitudes (Magee 1998; Stuart and Spruston 1998), is modulated by synaptic plasticity mechanisms that affect EPSP amplitudes (Brager and Johnston 2007; Fan et al. 2005), and has been suggested to be involved in metaplasticity and thus in the regulation of the EPSP map (Brager and Johnston 2007; Fan et al. 2005; Narayanan and Johnston 2007).

Although the biochemical signaling mechanisms that are responsible for the origins and sustenance of these maps remain largely unknown, it is clear that many maps could be downstream to the same biochemical pathway. For instance, activation of the MAPK pathway leads to changes in the maps of EPSP and the bAP amplitudes (Thomas and Huganir 2004; Yuan et al. 2002), and activation of the CaMKII pathway leads to changes in the maps of EPSP amplitude and the resonance frequency (Fan et al. 2005; Lisman et al. 2002; Narayanan and Johnston 2007). Thus the map systems are not only cross-regulating each other but also are coregulated by underlying biochemical signaling mechanisms.

What are the functional consequences of colocalization of and interactions among the various maps within a single neuron? Recent studies have demonstrated that a target network activity or a target neuronal activity can be achieved through a variety of combinations of conductances (Marder and Goaillard 2006). If that is the case, what constrains specific neuronal classes to exhibit specific intracellular map structures? Why cannot another set of map structures replicate the same target behavior of the cell? Is it the map structure that guides the activity levels of the network, or vice versa, or does the modulation exist on both ways? Although the answers to these questions are certainly unknown and are worth rigorous exploration, three broad hypotheses come about as possible answers.

Efficient Coding and Intraneuronal Functional Maps

The first could be considered as an extension of what is known as the efficient coding hypothesis, which states that a group of neurons should encode information as compactly as possible, to utilize the available resources most effectively. Extending this to a cellular neurophysiology perspective, we may simply state that a single neuron should encode information as compactly as possible, to utilize the available resources most effectively. Under such a governing principle, single-neuron information processing would be heavily constrained by coding efficiency and hence would depend on the statistics of the environmental (the network surrounding it) activity, because the efficiency of the neural code depends both on the transformation that maps the input to the neural responses and on the statistics of the input (Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001). Specifically, guided by the sensory literature and extending the principles outlined there to the microenvironment of a single neuron, we postulate that the development and maintenance of the intraneuronal maps could be driven by three fundamental components (Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001): 1) the integration and action potential generation tasks that the single neuron must perform, 2) the arborization of the axons and the dendrites, the constellation of ion channels, their properties, gradients, and plasticity, all of which guide the computational capabilities and limitations of neurons, and 3) the network in which the neuron resides in (Fig. 2). Although single-neuron information processing has focused on the first two aspects, the microenvironment of a single neuron and its role in neuronal adaptability has been largely ignored (Stemmle and Koch 1999). This is especially important because input signals that one set of neurons receive could be completely different from another, and it is possible that neurons adapt themselves to process their respective signals in an efficient manner. Thus the formation of such intraneuronal maps and their adaptability could be contingent on the statistics of inputs that each region of its dendritic arbor receives. Because these statistics could change in response to learning- or pathology-induced activity patterns, the functional maps within a neuron adapt their response statistics to these altered network statistics (Narayanan and Johnston 2007). Along the lines of the role of natural scene statistics in arriving at receptive field properties of single neurons (Simoncelli 2003; Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001), we postulate that natural network statistics sculpt the functional maps within a single neuron and play crucial roles in efficient encoding of various inputs signals.

Optimal Wiring and Intraneuronal Functional Maps

A second possibility arises from linking the coexistence of these map structures to optimality in wiring diagrams of neuronal
networks within and across brain regions, similar to what has been postulated with interneuronal maps (Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004). A standard paradigm that has driven neuroscience research over the years has been that structure and function are closely related (see Buzsaki 2006 for a historical treatise of this paradigm). Consistent with this, it has been argued that cortical maps form a solution for an evolutionary pressure to place connected neurons as close to each other as possible, and thus contribute to wiring optimization (Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004). Taking a cue from this suggestion, we postulate that the coexistence of functional maps within a single neuron also could contribute to the wiring within and across brain regions. To elaborate, assume that a single neuron receives inputs from various brain regions at different dendritic locations, and the signal statistics of these inputs demand certain localized neuronal response properties for efficient encoding. Aligning functional gradients within a neuron then may be an easier way to achieve matched functional characteristics than to undergo complex and energy-consuming rewiring of the circuitry. As an example, let us consider the CA1 pyramidal neuron, which receives inputs from the CA3 and the entorhinal cortex at proximal and distal dendritic segments, respectively. Given the anatomical organization and axonal pathways, this arrangement fits well for innervations of the entorhinal cortical inputs to various units of the hippocampal formation. Under this constraint of wiring, it may be easier to provide intracellular functional gradients than to reorganize wiring so that the entorhinal inputs are received at proximal dendrites. On the other hand, if the presence of these maps were to regulate the manner in which connections to the neuron are organized, the connections would have to be present in a certain order for achieving efficiency in encoding. Thus it could be efficiency in encoding that drives wiring to the neuron, or optimality in wiring could be driving these functional gradients, which in turn could contribute to efficient encoding. Such concerted synergy between wiring and these intraneuronal maps would also suggest that plasticity in one should affect plasticity in the other. Specifically, any changes in the wiring would change the activity patterns and hence induce plasticity in these maps, whereas any change in these maps may lead to retraction or addition of synapses, thus changing the wiring diagrams. An example for the former is the finding that an intact entorhinal cortex, which projects to distal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells, is critical for the establishment and maintenance of distal dendritic enrichment of h channels (Shin and Chetkovich 2007). Any instance of long-term synaptic potentiation/depression is an example for the latter, with either retraction or formation of new synapses and spines. This postulated synergy between wiring diagrams and intraneuronal maps is thus a rich avenue for further exploration, with focus on the roles of these maps in determining network and circuit level properties including energy-efficient wiring, oscillatory synchrony, and information storage (Buzsaki 2006; Chklovskii and Koulakov 2004; Chklovskii et al. 2004; Laughlin and Sejnowski 2003).

**Parametric Variability, Homeostasis, and Intraneuronal Functional Maps**

The final of the three hypotheses on what specific constraints could lead to specific interactions between functional maps arises from the examination of plasticity in these maps. We had earlier noted that these intraneuronal maps are plastic in response to activity and to neuromodulators. If these maps are so dynamic, what maintains stable neuronal function in the face of such variability and plasticity? How do the maps remain largely intact across neurons, and how do neurons maintain characteristic electrophysiological signatures? Although these questions have not been asked specifically in the context of maps, a large number of studies have concentrated on homeostasis in neurons and networks. It could be argued that the maps, their coexistence and coregulation, are all essential components in maintaining a neuron’s characteristic electrophysiological signature and activity levels. Thus it could be postulated that these coexisting maps are a solution to a homeostasis problem across the network where there is a heavy interdependence of these functional attributes on each other so that the neuron can maintain its characteristic electrophysiological signature. Under such a framework, changes in one map structure would affect the structures of other maps, effectively using the coexistence of the map structures to maintain the requisite activity levels in the face of a changing environment (Marder and Goaillard 2006; Turrigiano 2011). Future studies could concentrate on elucidating links between network statistics and the nature of specific maps, their links to efficient coding and wiring diagrams, and their relationships to homeostasis in the neuron. Finally, significant functional insights could be garnered from systematic investigations on the biochemical signaling mechanisms underlying the origins and the sustenance of these various maps. More importantly, a catalog of how various maps are related to the same upstream pathways could provide important insights into the necessity for the coexistence of these maps (Kotaleski and Blackwell 2010; Lai and Jan 2006).
Development of Intraneuronal Functional Maps

The developmental origins of sensory maps and the influence of genetics and environment on their early development form central themes in the intraneuronal map literature and have contributed heavily to our understanding of neural plasticity at the molecular, cellular, and systems levels in the context of the external environment (Chalupa and Rhoades 1978; de Villers-Sidani et al. 2007; Fregnac and Imbert 1978; Hirsch and Spinelli 1970; Petersen 2007; Wiesel and Hubel 1963). What mediates the developmental formation of the intraneuronal maps? What are the relative genetic and environmental (network activity) influences on the development of these intraneuronal maps? Is there an early developmental period, a critical period, during which these maps are more plastic? Answers to these questions lie in understanding the developmental profile of the ion channel gradients that underlie these maps (Bender and Baram 2008; Marcelin et al. 2012; Spigelman et al. 1992; Turrigiano 2011; Tyzio et al. 1999), apart from the molecular mechanisms that mediate dendritic morphogenesis (Gao 2007; Jan and Jan 2010). In this context, developmental changes in neurons, their circuitry and activity patterns (Lahtinen et al. 2002; Mohns and Blumberg 2008), could be employed as a means for experimental verification of our postulate that the intraneuronal functional maps are reflections of afferent network statistics.

Computational Considerations

Computational models have been widely used in analyzing and understanding the development and physiological properties of interneuronal sensory maps (Douglas and Martin 2007; Goodhill 2007). With reference intraneuronal functional maps, although the physiological roles of dendritic ion channel expression gradients have been explored using computational techniques (Angelo et al. 2007; Migliore et al. 1999; Migliore and Shepherd 2002, 2005; Narayanan and Johnston 2007, 2008), they have been limited to questions on information integration within these neurons. Models that explore the physiological roles of the these maps, their interactions with each other and plasticity to broader questions involving learning theory, information encoding, and to network wiring, are rare (Poirazi and Mel 2001; Stemmler and Koch 1999; Wu and Mel 2009). Although plasticity in intrinsic excitability and intrinsic dynamics of a neuron are now acknowledged as putative cellular correlates of learning and memory, and the role of these intraneuronal maps in regulating intrinsic excitability and dynamics are well established (Kim and Linden 2007; Mozzachiodi and Byrne 2010; Shah et al. 2010), systematic theories relating the two have not emerged.

Finally, the principle of self-organization where local computations lead to the emergence of global order in map formation, through interactions between adjacent computational elements, has been very useful in understanding neuronal computations and their interactions in sensory maps (Goodhill 2007; Kohonen and Hari 1999; Swindale 1996). With reference to intraneuronal maps, we postulate that similar self-organizing schemes would play a critical role, with the difference that the global order in terms of the emergence of these functional maps would be consequent to local computations in dendritic compartments, enabled through interactions between ion channels present in these compartments. In this context, it was recently demonstrated that voltage-gated ion channels (VGIC) or receptors have influences on physiological measurements of adjacent compartments, in a distance- and measurement-dependent manner (Gidon and Segev 2012; Rathour and Narayanan 2012). Such non-local influences of VGICs could form the intraneuronal counterparts to the Mexican-hat interactions across neurons (Fig. 3) that play a critical role in translating local computations to global order in the interneuronal sensory map literature (Goodhill 2007; Swindale 1996). The spatial spread of the influence of a VGIC or a receptor on several physiological measurements lays the foundation for understanding the emergence of intraneuronal maps through cooperation and competition between different ion channels and receptors. It should be noted that the cooperations arise between similar types of channels/receptors (restorative or regenerative channels; inhibitory or excitatory receptors), whereas competitions are across opposing types of channels/receptors (Rathour and Narayanan 2012). The emergence of computational theories relating to the formation and the function of intraneuronal map systems would provide a strong basis for understanding ion channel gradients and their roles in network connectivity and information encoding.

Beyond

In this review, we have largely dealt with maps of electrically measurable functional parameters. However, there could be other maps within the neuron in terms of, say, calcium signaling or any other biochemical signaling mechanisms. Any

Fig. 3. Non-local influences foster global order from local computations. A: Mexican-hat interactions between adjacent neurons have been postulated to bestow self-organization capabilities on interneuronal sensory maps. B: voltage-gated ion channels influence physiological measurements at adjacent compartments and could bestow self-organization capabilities on intraneuronal sensory maps. $G(X; \sigma)$ represents a Gaussian function of variable $X$, with standard deviation $\sigma$. 
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orderly progression of signaling mechanisms within a neuron would also constitute a map by our initial definition of a functional map. It is quite possible that the maps that we have described here have their basis in some biochemical signaling maps within the neuron, in terms of expression profiles of, say, different kinases and phosphatases. For instance, the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), a serine/threonine kinase that controls protein synthesis, plays a critical role in certain forms of synaptic plasticity and in regulating local translation of ion channels (Kelleher et al. 2004; Raab-Graham et al. 2006). Similarly, there are numerous examples of enzymes that are critically involved in synaptic plasticity also playing a very important role in regulating dendritic VGICs (Lujan et al. 2009; Shah et al. 2010; Sjostrom et al. 2008), thus suggestive of potential coregulation of several maps by underlying biochemical signaling gradients.

Although we have focused on mechanisms that mediate intraneuronal maps, mechanisms that modulate these maps also are critical in defining the specific configuration of these maps. For instance, inhibitory synapses and their plasticity can critically regulate the EPSP and the input resistance maps, dependent on the spatial location of the inhibitory synapse (Gidon and Segev 2012; Jadi et al. 2012; Lovett-Barron et al. 2012; Mody 2005). Thus future investigations should thus focus not just on the molecular mechanisms that mediate intraneuronal maps but also on those that modulate them. Finally, because the literature has been largely focusing on the apical dendritic shaft, most of the maps we have described fall on the somatodendritic trunk of neurons. Since recent technical advances have allowed access to thin structures like the basal and the apical tuft dendrites (Larkum et al. 2009; Losonczy et al. 2008; Nevian et al. 2007), it would be worthwhile to look into the thinner oblique dendrites to understand whether there is a map structure in terms of distance from the apical trunk. This is important because most of the excitatory synaptic connections fall onto the obliques, and the response properties of these thin branches are very important in understanding the neuronal responses to the synaptic inputs that impinge there.

Conclusions

In this review, we argue that a variety of functional maps exist within a single neuron, with each serving a basic function that is potentially reflective of intraneuronal filtering or the statistics of activity in the network that the neurons reside, or a combination of both. Relating the existence and plasticity of these maps to sensory maps in various regions of the brain, we postulate that the coexistence and coregulation of these maps could possibly play roles in efficient encoding, optimal wiring, and homeostasis within the neuron or their networks. Under this postulate, we hypothesize that different brain regions are endowed with neurons with specific morphology and specific ion channel gradients so that they could efficiently encode the statistics of network activity impinging on these neurons at different dendritic locations. We believe that the metaphorical link between intraneuronal and sensory maps provides a fresh conceptual framework for analyzing and understanding single-neuron information processing. Future experiments could be geared toward harnessing this link to the mature literature on sensory maps and could assess the role of dendritic ion channels in efficiently encoding inputs driven by afferent statistics under different physiological and pathophysiological conditions. These experiments could provide potential convergence of various lines of investigation including neural coding, dendritic information processing, sensory integration, homeostasis, wiring optimization, channelopathies, and network pathology.

Finally, returning to the question of whether dendritic ion channels and their gradients are critical to neural information processing, under our postulate on efficient coding, it is evident that the answer is dependent on the dendritic subregion under consideration. In the context of our postulate, dendritic ion channels have distinct hues and perform distinct functions depending on the statistics of the inputs that they receive at that specific dendritic location. Furthermore, because afferent statistics cover different behavioral states of the animal, and because different ion channel combinations could be coding for features that are part of different behavioral states, it is not necessary that all ion channels play a critical role in all behavioral states (Gasperini and Magee 2006). Under such a postulate, where dendritic ion channels perform state-dependent processing, it is possible to reconcile that dendritic nonlinearities and their importance to information processing tasks are critically dependent on the specific neuron, its afferent input statistics at specific dendritic locations, and the specific behavioral task under consideration. Thus a generalized conclusion on the roles of nonlinear dendritic elements on information processing across all neurons and all behavioral tasks might not be possible.
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